DHL STANDARD EDI FOR EFFICIENT INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS

The fast and secure Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) that simplifies the management of your DHL shipments*.

DHL STANDARD EDI allows your current IT applications to exchange information directly with our systems. This streamlines key business processes (ordering, status reporting and invoicing) thereby reducing paper handling, improving data quality and creating enhanced visibility through seamless system connection.

Simplifying your shipping management.
Using a single standard message service, DHL STANDARD EDI gives you full visibility of your DHL shipments across Europe and beyond. Should you require additional DHL services, you can take advantage of the connection without further investment in IT integration solutions.

DHL STANDARD EDI gives you:
• Efficient shipment booking
• Full shipment visibility (Track & Trace)
• Fast and reliable e-invoice information
• Technical support
• Full transparency across all your DHL shipments
• Fast deployment and simplified integration

DHL STANDARD EDI is ideal for:
• Medium and large organizations with high shipment volumes
• Saving you time by streamlining transportation processes
• Reducing the complexity of your shipping management

*by road, ocean, air or express across Europe and beyond.
DHL STANDARD EDI CONNECTS YOUR EXISTING APPLICATIONS WITH EFFECTIVE AND SECURE SHIPPING TOOLS

With DHL STANDARD EDI you benefit from highest standards of security (strong message encryption; signed messages transfer; highly secured data centers) combined with the capacity for fast deployment. Within a short time, a fully operational system will be in place giving your business total control of booking and tracing shipments and managing invoicing. In addition to leveraging new value from your existing IT systems, there’s also no need for extensive training as DHL STANDARD EDI allows you to continue using all your current and familiar applications.

Reducing your costs by streamlining processes. DHL’s focus on EDI compatibility and standardization delivers you additional financial savings by using the same message for different DHL business units. The system uses commonly recognized standards like the transport industry-specific EDIFACT (EDI For Administration Commerce and Transport) as well as XML (Extensible Markup Language) for transmitting structured data.

Simplicity, the key to in-house implementation. The system’s inherent simplicity creates a wealth of opportunities for in-house implementation by your own IT personnel. This is supported by the provision of detailed specifications and sample files. Our regional EDI specialists are ready to help you with the implementation details.

REQUIREMENTS
• System with EDI capability
• Ability to support EDIFACT D.01B and XML message standards

Data exchanges

Contact
For more information about DHL STANDARD EDI, contact your local DHL Freight Partner.